
A HIGH SCHOOL SURVIVAL GUIDE AND WHAT DOES IT MEAN TO BE

COOL

What will i see in the â€œhigh school senior year survival guideâ€• video in this minute video, what does that mean and
senior year is pretty cool, there's a lot going.

Stay away from the back rows! If your crush doesn't like you remember you could still be friends. Being in a
smaller group also means relationships can be more intense, which brings different challenges. Sure, it's got a
great view, but on those occasions when the sun pops out, you'll sizzle. This is all to say, these labels are
mostly meaningless. Jot down all of your assignments in a pretty planner and finish things sooner rather than
later, so you can have time for a few eps of Riverdale before bed. Some of your most faithful friends might
come from surprising places. First, you gotta get noticed! Gym still sucks. This was ill advised. You start
thinking weird romantic thoughts about whatever your personal equivalent of Michael Jordan in Space Jam is.
There will be a real change in character. If you don't make it, tryout for something else! In the cold it gets
breezy. The most important thing to remember is that what you're going through is normal. Stand up for
yourself. I might have even had a hat. Detention Tip - In detention, the teacher is your bestfriend The teacher
is your best friend. They have to learn to manage their locker and to be organised for each class. Tip F - Stay
together with electives The Middle School system will separate you from your friends but you can use your
electives to stay together at least once. Heading to middle school this year? But you are not a passive victim to
your circumstance, whatever it is. All of us remember beginning first year, and know it can be really difficult
and scary, so here are our top 10 tips to make your life easier: 1. Was I not studying hard enough to get into
college? It can be really hard to catch up on even just one class in high school, so if you can be there, then,
well, be there. Tip A - Use super-clean nurses' bathroom In the terrifying case that you have to "go for two,"
go directly to the nurses' office. Whoever you're into, mutual respect is key. Even if you're not a genius, the
actual school part of school doesn't have to be torture. Don't fight! You might get arrested!


